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In overall, the center realizes activities mainly through four departments:

- Department I: Research
- Department II: Social Outreach
- Department III: Communication
- Department IV: Members
DEPARTMENT I: RESEARCH

RESEARCH IN FOUR AREAS

I: Quality of life and Subjective Well-being Studies.
II: Indigenous and Cross-cultural Studies.
III: Sustainable Tourism and Community Development.
IV: Transpersonal and Consciousness Studies.

Cross-cultural, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research

METHODOLOGY

Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR)
Qualitative & Quantitative / Mixed methods
OBSERVATORY

Indicators of Research Area I:
Quality of life and Subjective Well-being Studies

Members Indicators
(collecting needs, suggestions, satisfaction with the center’s operation, etc.)

Social Outreach Indicators
(for evaluation of outcomes, of courses and other activities realized by the center)

Indicators of Research Area II:
Indigenous and Cross-cultural Studies

Indicators of Research Area III:
Sustainable Tourism and Community Development.

Indicators of Research Area IV:
Transpersonal and Consciousness Studies.

Indicators can be proposed by the head of all work teams.

Periodical Data Collection and reports of indicators.
Valuable for research in all the research areas, and for the improvement of the center’s operation and activities.

DEPARTMENT I: Research
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Training in Research Methodology:

a. Qualitative and Quantitative / Mixed Methods.

b. Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) / Participatory Action research.

c. Other research methods (optional)
DEPARTMENT II: SOCIAL OUTREACH

TYPE 1. DIVULGATION OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE in banjars/organizations/institutions, that will benefit communities or sectors of the population.

TYPE 2. DIAGNOSIS OF PROBLEMS & NEEDS in a community or village. FOR...

- A. Conducting a research project that can help find a solution of problems/concerns.

- B. Suggesting or realizing social programs or activities that can help diminish or prevent the problems or attend the needs.
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DEPARTMENT III: COMMUNICATION

PUBLICATIONS ABOUT...

a. Studies realized by THK Research Center.

b. Studies realized by other research institutions/organizations (nationally and internationally).

c. Reflections or ‘brain storming’ from a group of members (e.g., in research meetings, workshops, etc.).

d. Reflections or studies from members (individually) (e.g. dissertations).

e. Activities realized by the center.

MEANS OF DIVULGATION...

- Website
  www.Thkresearchcenter.org

- Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube)

- Newsletters.

- Magazines, etc.
DEPARTMENT IV: MEMBERS

Collects ideas, suggestions or proposals from all members, to be considered for...

RESEARCH
- Research needed in a community.
- Improvements in a current study, etc.

Center’s OPERATION
- New Social Outreach activities.
- Potential partnerships
- Funding opportunities, etc.

Center’s IMPROVEMENT
- New regulations
- New internal processes, etc.
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DEPARTMENT IV:
MEMBERS (ii)

OTHER TASKS PERFORMED ARE...

1. In charge of Members enrollment.

2. Applies / control the Members internal regulations.

3. Informs about the schedule of members meetings.

4. Divulgate the minute of meetings reviewed.

5. Others.
THANK YOU

Claudia C Morales Manrique, PhD.
Co-Founder & International Director
claudia.morales@thkresearchcenter.org
morales.claudiac@gmail.com

If you have any comments or questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We will be glad to hear from you.

You can also visit our website thkresearchcenter.org for more information.